
 
Small Cooking Class

Nashville Culinary Arts Career Tool Launches

Brian Hanson February 07, 2014

Nashville now has a brand new culinary career preparation reference that may assist
culinary arts students in learning more about professional culinary arts classes and
vocation career preparation opportunities in central Tennessee.

(Newswire.net -- February 7, 2014) Nashville, TN --

A brand new web site tailored to help potential culinary arts students find out more about
professional chef career training opportunities has launched its virtual doors in Nashville,
Tennessee.

 

The www.NashvilleCookingSchool.com website is a project designed to assist site visitors in learning more details on
jobs and higher education choices within the professional chef field in the heart of Tennessee.

 

The web site's publisher Stephanie Staples mentioned that the most-used area of their website was easily the do-it-
yourself query function that allows visitors to browse through schools and formal education programs depending on
where they live or by where they would prefer to go to college.

 

"I think the culinary field offers so much opportunity for so many different types of individuals," said Staples, "And
this is especially true in the area of restaurant management, chefs, and other kitchen staff positions."

 

"One of the main benefits of many of the jobs in the culinary field is the fairly low barrier to entry for people new to
the industry," pointed out Staples, "An eager person can get started working as a beginning chef without too much
formal education. Some areas, such as in the area of restaurant or hospitality management, do normally require a
four-year degree to get started, but that is the exception to the norm."

 

"The culinary arts industry is not the right field for a lot of people," concluded Staples, "Many of the jobs require that a
person work on their feet in a busy environment, typically a kitchen, and the busiest hours are typically around the
times when people eat, so that includes mornings, evenings, weekends and holidays, so culinary workers tend to
work not just a nine-to-five, Monday through Friday schedule, and that doesn't work for many people."

 

Staples stated that their website is entirely free to try -- there is not any cost to use it.

 

 

About Nashville Cooking School:

NashvilleCookingSchool.com is an online education reference that is aimed to help prospective culinary students find
out more about the formal schooling necessary for a successful cooking career. For more details, you can go to
http://www.nashvillecookingschool.com.
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